TECNORIB ARRIVES IN AUSTRALIA
The international expansion of TecnoRib, the official licensee of PIRELLI brand inflatable
boats, continues with the signing of an agreement for the official distribution of its ribs and
jet tenders in Australia with Barbagallo Marine, the consolidated Australian dealer for
important yacht brands.
“Operating on an increasingly global market requires a broad-based presence in multiple
geographical areas”, said TecnoRib Managing Director Gianni De Bonis, the day after the signing
of the partnership agreement covering distribution in Australia with Barbagallo Marine.
The agreement represents a new step forward in TecnoRib’s increasingly wide-ranging, carefully
defined and articulated internationalisation strategy, following on from partnerships recently set up in
Europe (Spain, UK and Montenegro), Asia (Thailand) and Central America (Santo Domingo, Haiti
and Puerto Rico).
Barbagallo Marine is part of Barbagallo Group, a leading luxury car dealer on the Australian market.
Established in 1967, it became a benchmark for customers of the world’s top car brands, including
Rolls Royce, Ferrari, Maserati, Lamborghini and Aston Martin. Leveraging the extraordinary success
of the luxury sector, the company went on to create a diversified portfolio and in 1997 set up
Barbagallo Marine, which represents Sunseeker on the Australian and New Zealand markets and,
since 2019, Sanlorenzo yachts. Barbagallo Marine will handle the distribution of the entire
TecnoRib range and an outboard version of the new PIRELLI 1250, with a deck layout specially
designed for the Australian market, without aft sunbeds. The new model will be availble in outboard
and inboard-outboard versions.

TecnoRib is the official licensee of the trademarks PIRELLI and P. for Speedboats. The licence
agreement between the Company and Pirelli forms part of the Pirelli Design project, whose
goal, in line with the focus of Pirelli on the Prestige and Premium car segments, is to increase
the equity of the Pirelli brand by developing specific design projects to offer unique, iconic and
one-of-a-kind products that exploit Pirelli’s technological competencies in conjunction with
selected partners who represent excellence in their respective sectors.
www.TecnoRib.it www.pirellidesign.com
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